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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS

Six Sigma from the Leaders and Best
At the University of Michigan, you’re taught by inter-

nationally respected industrial engineering professors 

and research scientists. Programs are available online 

with streaming video so that you can take your classes 

whenever and wherever you choose. More than 10,000 

students have been certifi ed through our online programs.

What People are Saying About U-M Six Sigma

Choose from Two Disciplines
The Six Sigma Manufacturing course uses cases from the manufacturing 

industry to illustrate how to improve quality, cost, and delivery. The Six Sigma 

Transactional course applies Six Sigma tools in a non-manufacturing context, 

showing how nearly all systems can benefi t by reducing variation and 

improving process fl ow. Both courses are available for either Green Belt 

or Black Belt Certifi cation.

On Campus Option for Black Belt Manufacturing 
If you want to earn academic credit and Six Sigma Certifi cation simultaneously 

and you have been admitted to the College of Engineering, you can enroll in 

MFG 461: Quality Engineering Principles & Analysis, a three-credit on campus 

course. For more information about admission, the academic calendar, and 

other topics, email MEonline@umich.edu or call (734) 647-7200.

Green Belt Foreign Language Versions
The U-M Green Belt program has been off ered in a total of nine languages for 

over ten years. For more information about foreign language versions of this 

program, please contact MEonline@umich.edu.

About Michigan Engineering and 
Integrative Systems + Design

Six Sigma Certifi cation
Online and On Campus

“I recently took an online course 

that was just audio and slideshows. 

This course was more dynamic and 

the interaction with the instructor 

during presentations really added 

to the classroom environment”

“Very practical and 

pertinent to our processes; 

this program will allow us 

to be more vigorous 

and structured in a 

number of areas”

“Excellent! It was very helpful to be 

able to contact a professor and speak 

with him to help design my study”

“Instructors were fantastic 

and material was well 

explained, thorough, 

and relevant”

The University of Michigan’s College of Engineering was founded in 1853. 

Today, Michigan Engineering and its academic departments rank in the top 

ten in their respective areas (U.S. News and World Report). The faculty’s 

ongoing research and industry consultation in engineering contribute to 

Michigan’s strength and impact on professional development. Michigan 

Engineering’s research expenditures for fi scal 2014 totaled $217.9 million, 

placing it in the forefront of collegiate engineering research in the U.S.

Integrative Systems + Design (ISD) (formerly known as Interdisciplinary 

Professional Programs), a division of Michigan Engineering, off ers credit 

courses to students on campus and at locations around the world. Recognized 

as a global leader in online education in addition to off ering on campus pro-

grams, ISD provides lifelong learning to technical professionals, and has served 

more than 100,000 with intensive short courses, conferences, professional 

certifi cations, and online advanced degree and certifi cation programs. 

ISD responds to the needs of industry, healthcare, government, the military, 

and non-profi t organizations with specialized education programs.

For more information about ISD, visit isd.engin.umich.edu
Questions? Email meonline@umich.edu
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Power Your Career with the
Right Six Sigma Program

Build Your Foundation with Green Belt Certifi cation 
U-M Green Belt courses lay the foundation for performance in a Six Sigma 

environment. Much of our training is focused on how to apply Six Sigma tools 

and methodologies. Green Belts meet a variety of needs within an organization-

wide Six Sigma strategy, often providing implementation support for sub-tasks 

within a high-impact project. You will learn to apply Six Sigma tools and 

methodologies rather than acquiring a deep understanding of the statistical 

concepts behind them. 

Lead a Project or Team with Black Belt Certifi cation
The U-M online Six Sigma Black Belt certifi cation course provides you with 

the necessary skills to execute Lean Six Sigma techniques and strategies at the 

Black Belt level. This course examines many Lean Six Sigma analytical and 

problem solving techniques from descriptive statistics to advanced design of 

experiments. Case studies developed from practical experiences of University 

of Michigan instructors are used to demonstrate the application of Lean Six 

Sigma tools and techniques, ultimately qualifying you for full Six Sigma Black 

Belt Certifi cation.

Prerequisites

Green Belt Course
• Basic Microsoft Excel Skills

• Basic Statistics Recommended

Black Belt Course
Participants should have working knowledge 

of the above items as well as:

• Descriptive statistics

• Basic graphical analysis

• Basic linear regression/correlation

• Basic probability distribution fi tting

• This course requires the use of Minitab® 

 statistical software (or equivalent) and includes 

 more advanced statistical analysis tools

• All Black Belt participants are given online 

 entry into the U-M Green Belt course for the  

 purpose of reviewing basic level lectures

Program DetailsSix Sigma Program Director

Customized 
Programs

Our professors and industry experts are available to 
collaborate with you by tailoring programs to meet 
your specifi c organizational needs and presenting 
them at a location of your choice. 

For more information, contact us at (734) 647-7200 
or MEonline@umich.edu.

Degrees 
of Success

Whatever your professional dreams, you’ll be a step 
ahead with exceptional graduate degree programs 
off ered through ISD. These programs are immediately 
useful and relevant and some can be completed 
entirely online. 

Visit our website at isd.engin.umich.edu to learn more.

Online, Anytime, Anyplace
Lecture slides, a dynamic table of contents, and streaming video are part of the 

user experience in online distance education from ISD. All lectures, exercises, 

and course materials are online and students can interact with instructors.

streaming 
video of 
lecture

dynamic
table of

contentslecture
slides

Ready to Learn More or Register?

Visit one of our Six Sigma course web pages at:

isd.engin.umich.edu/SixSigma

Professional 
Certifi cation

Professional Certifi cation 

for Green Belt and Black Belt 

requires successful completion 

of required exercises and 

a pre-approved project. 

In addition Black Belt 

Certifi cation also requires 

passing a fi nal exam. 

send an email to 

MEonline@umich.edu 
or call (734) 647-7200.

Pat Hammett, Ph.D.
As the lead faculty for live and online Six Sigma programs and 
lecturer in Integrative Systems + Design, Dr. Hammett has 
provided education and training to more than 10,000 participants 
across a variety of industries. He is the lead developer of several 
widely acclaimed programs for healthcare, manufacturing, 
business processes, and other environments, as well as Design 
for Six Sigma, leading to certifi cation at the Green Belt and Black 
Belt levels. He also teaches several pivotal undergraduate and 
graduate courses in the Industrial and Operations Engineering 
Department and the Global Automotive and Manufacturing 
Engineering Program in the Integrative Systems and Design 
Division. These include Quality Engineering Principles and 
Analysis and Designing in Quality: A Design for Six Sigma.
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